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Season 47, Episode 165
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Ep. #11889



Rosanna is shocked when Henry informs her that the fingerprint from the glass belongs to Craig. Rosanna, still convinced that Carly and Mike are involved, warns them they are ruining the lives of those close to them. Alone, Carly and Mike admit that they made a mistake and they cant hurt anyone anymore. Later, Carly tells Jack that she doesnt blame him for any of the difficult circumstances that have come about and she will gladly welcome Jackie Jr. into her life. Mike asks Molly to move into the lake house with him. She is reluctant, since she thinks hes asking her out of guilt, but he convinces her otherwise. She agrees to move in with him. Bonnie is accosted by James at Java Underground. She screams and Lisa comes to her rescue. James leaves as the news of Isaacs accident comes in. Bonnie rushes to the hospital and discovers that Isaac was lucky and suffered only a cracked rib. Margo tells them that Isaacs brakes were tampered with. Bonnie and Isaac draw the same conclusion - Stenbeck was behind Isaacs accident. Bonnie finally realizes Stenbecks true danger and vows to steer clear of him but Isaac wants to even the score with both James and Marshall. Marshall begs Jessica to drop the Paul Ryan case. Stenbeck meets with Marshall and warns him of the terror he will create if his case does not go well. Furious, Marshall promises to bring him down should James cause any more harm. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 November 2002, 14:00
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